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Data
The use of data is gaining in maturity in the transport industry and is becoming a focal point in aiding decision
makers when selecting Transport policies, strategies and infrastructure projects.
We are looking to invite papers that cover themes that include:










Big data and its applications
Data usage for single and multi‐modal modelling purposes
Data applications for major infrastructure provision/ projects
Application of data in a policy context
Innovative data techniques
How to manage data
Processing of data and lessons learnt
Technology advancements in data capture and analysis
The future of data? Where are we heading?
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Important notice:
When you submit an abstract, this will go through a selection process. Each year we receive more abstracts than can
be accommodated in the programme. If your abstract is selected, please be aware that others have been rejected,
that the ETC organisation has invested time in devising an attractive and coherent programme and that delegates
have used this programme to decide to come to the conference.
Before submitting your abstract, please make sure at least one of the authors can attend the conference to present
the paper, that finances are available and that you have/will obtain the approval needed (from management or
client) to present the work in public at the time of the conference.
We do understand that sometimes circumstances change, forcing authors to withdraw. If so, you would help us by
informing us as soon as possible, preferably ample time before the conference. Last minute withdrawals or no‐shows
negatively affect the conference experience of your fellow transport professionals.
If you need any assistance or further information, please contact Sally Scarlett: sally.scarlett@aetransport.org or
Sanderijn Baanders: sanderijn.baanders@aetransport.org

